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Joe Stack Joins DSI RF Systems
DSI RF Systems, Inc., Somerset, New Jersey, a company specializing in High Definition remote camera
systems, 2GHz BAS Relocation installation & service and RF Systems integration and service is pleased to
announce the addition of a key staff member. On May 7, 2008 William "Joe" Stack joined DSI RF Systems as
Senior Engineer.
Joe Stack, former Engineer at Modulation Sciences, Inc. has extensive experience in the broadcast industry,
spanning station level engineering, product design and RF engineering. He attended Ohio University and graduated
with his Bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering. He continued his education and attained his P.E. license in
1992. He began his career as Engineering Supervisor at Ohio University Telecommunications Center, while
simultaneously teaching college students the Technical Basis of Telecommunications. After 2 years, he moved on
to a career at Capital Cities/ABC Inc. in New York City where he was Assistant Director of Engineering for 4
years eventually taking the position of "Acting" Director of Engineering. Today, with 23 years experience, Mr.
Stack has taken on the role of Senior Engineer at DSI RF to bring new products, ideas and proficiencies to DSI's
manufacturing and service operations.
“DSI RF Systems, Inc. is excited to have someone with Joe’s experience join the team. As we expand into
new markets and conceive new products, his engineering skills and manufacturing experience will help streamline
our processes and product offerings, as well as provide our customers with expert RF engineering and know-how.”
states Joseph Giardina, Chief Technology Officer.
DSI RF Systems has been providing transmitter facility design and installation to broadcasters for more than
20 years. With a team that is unmatched, DSI brings over 120 years of cumulative experience to turn a station’s
project ideas into a complete system solution that suits their budget and needs. From HD remote cameras, to
transmitter installation and service, DSI RF is a one-stop shop for design, service & installation.
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